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Day 8 Feb. 23

Finally! the last day came to us, after spend 

7 days together. This day is important day 

for all of us, first- regarding to the Goa 

governor came to give great address and 

gave certificate for all participants. Second, 

our aim came out and spoke to governor 

by our representative-Kyi Kyi. Third, all 

activities we did that spread and explain 

our all activities workshop in display space 

that show Goa retreat’s Common Good at 

the display space, and finally, it was the last  

memorial day our successfully work here. 

Remember!! The governor ’s address 

conclusion that ….Being the largest 

continent in the world, a peaceful and 

progressive Asia is the key to progress and 

prosperity of not  only this continent but 

also of other continents. We have many 

things in common and a shared future for 

the common good of all should be our 

objective. We cannot let political, social 

or cultural tensions dilute or destroy our 

common bonds. Globalization has erased 

man made boundaries and it is now time 

for us to come closer in every sphere. 

We all participants would agree with this 

sentence. And some of us would give 

more opinion …‘not look at the national, 

regional and global but look at the people, 

particularly… the poor’ 

After finished closing day, we all free and 

had fun together in the last day, we all went 

to the shopping shop, fabindia then went to 

the market to buy some souvenir for loved 

one in our home. All enjoy shopping, the 

last place was the beach- Bakar beach!! 

Wonderful beach that another our memorial 

place, we walk and talk along the beach 

then had lovely dinner in restaurant by the 

beach and had good food together and back 

to center nearly midnight because traffic 

jam along the way we back.

Oh!!! Finally, Feb 24- we all in ready to 

go back home even we did not want to go 

but it was really time and really world, met 

and left from each other. Some of us did 

teardrop when saw our friend off one by 

one at the airport. 

We will remember the tear of love, hug of 

memory, kiss of friendship longer. 

The last wonderful memorial Goa retreat day!

The memorial beach – Bakar beach. The last shot for the beach

Kokaew Wongphan   (Bangladesh)

Shawrabh Kumar Barua  (Thailand)



Time Schedule

1000

Presentation of Joint Communique 

by BABA Fellow Goa 2008

1130

Closing ceremony

Keynote address

Presentation of Certificates

Closing Remarks

Ferewell Lunch

1300

End of Retreat

Free Afternoon

Alwin, our representative to read the poem but he 
choose to speak instead

Handsome participants while were waiting the 
closing ceremony

The governor address Beautiful participants while were waiting the 
closing ceremony

The governor gave us certificate, Bold from 
Mongolia

Enjoy shopping at fabindia

One of show in display space Took a rest while were waiting for the bus and a 
younger lady around us some of us felt pity and 
gave some money to her. This really world

Enjoy shopping, free and fly Interactive before went back home in the airportBigram and friendship icecream from Noan


